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CAN CARGO AIRLINES BYPASS FREIGHT FORWARDERS?
Technology has enabled shippers to deal directly with carriers and at least one airline is
daring to think the impossible: cutting out the air freight middleman.

Speaking on condition of anonymity, the head of cargo at one carrier revealed recently to Air Cargo
News that his company is taking steps to prepare for direct engagement with shippers. He pointed to a
convergence of factors – chiefly a need for shippers to curtail costs and the evolution of tools that
facilitate direct dealings with airlines – as the major drivers of this development.
Ram Menen, the former head of cargo of Emirates, noted that the new IATA-FIATA Air Cargo Agreement
is paving the way for this. The new regime, which redefines the relationship between the two sides from
an agency constellation to a partnership of principals, is currently in the pilot phase in Canada, with full
global implementation planned for next year, except in the US. “Now the airline is free to work directly
with the shipper with no barriers, as they are the real principals,” he commented.
Airlines have dismissed suggestions that they are interested in pursuing this avenue, reiterating their
earlier statements that the forwarders are their customer. “The freight forwarders are our valued
customers and will remain valued customers. If the market changes, then we will adjust, but I don’t see
that happening yet,” declared Lufthansa Cargo boss Peter Gerber.
The debate is not new, but it has been widely accepted so far that the airlines lack the wherewithal to
deal directly with shippers.

In-house setup
However, Menen does not see a fundamental obstacle. “If a shipper has the infrastructure and is
prepared to comply with the rules of engagement, there is no reason why they can’t deal with the
airlines directly. Folks like Siemens can very easily gear up and create an in-house set up and manage
their own destiny,” he said.
Technology has made it easier for shippers to have a go at this, the anonymous airline executive finds.
“There are now tools in the market that would allow shippers to be as effective as a forwarder, which
was not the case in our history,” he stated.
Digital intermediaries are eager to step in and facilitate an airline-shipper engagement. Having
launched in South America, Gurucargo, an online platform from Uruguay, is poised to expand to the US
market. Its site posts prices obtained from participating airlines and books space, which it sells on to
shippers – like a forwarder, but the company claims that its model can reduce costs for shippers by up
to 30%. Other services like customs clearance or warehousing are outsourced to third-party providers.
Gurucargo claims to handle some 1.5m transactions a month, covering both air and ocean shipments.
(Continued in next page)
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Can cargo airlines bypass freight forwarders?
(continued from Page 1)

Zvi Schreiber, chief executive of

the online price platform Freightos, commented: “Ocean carriers
have been selling direct to large shippers for years and several have announced plans to sell direct to
smaller shippers from their websites…..In air cargo, Delta Airlines sells direct to shippers on its website
and it seems almost inevitable that other airlines will follow suit. In the past, supporting small shippers
was a manual and expensive process, but web technology enables low-touch online sales and support.”
The anonymous carrier executive is considering putting out his airline’s prices. The current situation
gives shippers and carrier no visibility into the spread on the forwarder side between buying and selling
rates, he observed. “In a word, the worst possible situation for the buyer and provider. So, the idea I toy
with is, should the airlines put their cargo rates out on the open market/internet? With the potential that
when the customers see the difference between their buy rate and the airlines sell rate perhaps
purchasing decisions are made differently,” he remarked, adding that this could create a level of transparency that the airlines have achieved on the passenger side.

Creating stability
Contrary to initial misgivings, this has actually created stability, he added. Menen argued that the traditional forwarder business model of making a dollar off everybody they deal with has to change.
“All charges for services should be transparent for efficiencies to kick in. Transactions between the
shippers and forwarders should be based on actual rates and the shippers must pay for the services
rendered. This could be actual rate (transparent) plus percentage commission. “This way there won’t be
any ambiguity. Shippers might want to deal directly with the carriers and pay cost of itemized services
rendered to the forwarder,” he reflected.

Amazon effect
Brian Clancy, managing director of Logistics Capital & Strategy, does not see disintermediation
happening. “Shippers still need forwarders for cost-efficient pick-up and delivery and lower
transportation costs thanks to consolidation” he noted. Moreover, shippers often use the same
forwarder for multiple modes of transportation to lower costs, and an airline network is determined by
the points it serves, he argues.
The anonymous airline executive said that the benefit from consolidation is not readily visible. He thinks
that shippers are going to be driven by the need to achieve lower distribution costs through reduced
transportation spend, as they realize they have to compete with Amazon and Walmart. If this sounds inevitable, it is unclear where the impetus would come from, however.
“There isn’t an airline in the world who is going to be the first to jump into that pool” he said. “But if I
was a JetBlue or Frontier, which don’t carry cargo, or a new entrant into the market that is exactly what I
would do.”
Jeff Cullen, chief executive of forwarder Rodair International, is not fazed by this. His strategy has been
to develop closer ties – including systems integration and data management – with customers to build
solutions-based relationships that allow both sides to make money.
Menen does not see the freight forwarder disappearing, pointing to the vital role they play in managing
the ground logistics, provided that they adapt to the changing environment. “Forwarders will have to
move fast towards digitization and automation, all while expanding value add services that help them
differentiate their offering,” commented Schreiber.
This article appeared in the October 2017 issue of AirCargo News magazine
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CPN Member Woodland Group Expands into the South West of Ireland
Bringing their FREE health check direct to Munster Businesses

Cork, Thursday, 26th October 2017: Woodland Group, the independent global freight forwarding and supply
chain specialist, joined by GAA hurling legend Séan Óg O hAilpín, today announced their expansion into the
South West of Ireland, at their new office and warehouse space in Westgate Business Park, Lehanaghmore,
Cork. Séan Óg O hAilpín who is assisting Woodland Group settle into the South West, said he was very happy
to welcome the logistics specialists to Cork. “To join Woodland Group in launching their new offices in Cork is a
great occasion. As a Cork man, I’m delighted to assist them as they embark on providing a dedicated service
to local businesses in South West.”
Woodland Group will be offering a FREE health check to all
the businesses in the South West as part of their offering.
The initiative looks at the business logistics activities and
assesses how to both improve efficiency and increase the
profitability.
Pamila Coughlan, the Business Development Manager at the
Woodland Group Ireland, explained that their consultative
approach to business is what sets Woodland apart from their
competitors: “We are offering a FREE business health check
to for businesses that are interested in analysing their current
logistics efficiencies. This is a no strings consultation that we hope will benefit businesses as they navigate
their logistics planning. I look forward to working with local businesses on their logistical needs and ensuring
we continue to provide first class service to new and existing customers’, she concluded.
Kevin Brady, Managing Director of the Woodland Group Ireland said he is excited to bring their global range of
products and services to Munster. “As global markets present themselves, there is a growing need for
competent logistic solutions that can enhance established trade routes and help penetrate emerging markets.
Woodland Group is well poised to fulfil this need with a strong, flexible global network that has the skilled
workforce to support our customers fully. Our core values focus heavily on product knowledge, service and
operational excellence. Our increasing expansion marks an exciting new chapter for the Woodland Group and
believe our renowned tailor-made solutions will offer clear and meaningful benefits to those involved in the
industry”
Established by Kevin Stevens in 1988, Woodland Group is an independent global freight forwarding and supply
chain specialist that provides a full catalogue of logistic options including ocean freight, airfreight, European
distribution, value added services, contract logistics, UK distribution, warehousing, fulfilment, 3PL, supply chain
management, reverse logistics and Customs consultancy.
Woodland Group, freight forwarding and supply chain specialists,
have more than 550 highly trained, committed and dedicated staff
strategically based around the world, with the technical expertise
and depth of industry knowledge to deliver solutions tailor made to
their clients with focus and emphasis on delivering the highest
degree of customer service. With a turnover of more than £125m,
the Woodland Group is one of the largest independent operators of
freight forwarding and logistics services in the UK. Established in
1988, the group has enjoyed steady growth and remains privately
owned.

Kevin Brady
Managing Director

T : +353 1 811 1500 M: +353 (86) 226 2557
E: kevin.brady@woodlandgroup.com
W: http://www.woodlandgroup.com
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CPN NEWS
Professional heavy cargo transhipment services in the Port of
Constanta, managed by Europrim Shipping project cargo team
The Europrim Shipping Project Cargo Team has been recently chosen by Felbermayr to handle
the Constanta port operations for the transhipment of 1 x HHP Steam Drum D-4201 weighing 227 tons on
a river barge to Bremen for further shipping to Iran final destination.
This is the second heaviest piece of equipment ever handled in Constanta South - Agigea port with mobile
cranes. Thumbs up for a professional coordination of the terminal teams and crew involved in the
operations, concluding another efficient shore-to-ship job safely performed.

CONGRATULATIONS!!!

Ken Singh, BA, CITTT, MCIT
President
6365 Northwest Dr, Mississauga,
Ontario L4V 1J8, Canada
Phone: 905-671-0261
Fax: 905-671-8061
SEND US YOUR FEED BACK
We are always open to your comments and suggestions. Let us know what topics you would like to see discussed in our Bulletin and your impressions about this new era of communication we are initiating. By getting better communicated, the impact of our interactions will increase and be potentiated. Keep in mind the increases challenges that globalization
imposes to us and, in consequence, apply this valuable formula: “Act locally; but think Globally” [Not a CPN member? If you are interested to receive this Bulletin, please send an email to
subscribe to cpn@cargopartnersnetwork.com]
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